
Tips for using Facebook during 
National Payroll Week 2018

Comment
Comment or like National 
Payroll Week posts to get 

noticed. Show your support 
for others celebrating. 

Facebook glossary
Status update A message posted via Facebook

News feed News feed is where you see real-time updates and posts from friends and connections

Friends Being friends with someone on Facebook means your posts are shared with each other

Timeline Timeline is where you share your photos, posts and experiences

Share To share another user’s post to all of your friends via the newsfeed

Like Clicking the thumbs up button on a post means you ‘like’ it

Comment Publish your thoughts by commenting on a post or status

Tagging You can tag friends and connections in posts or comments so they can be involved too

Follow Follow is a way to hear from people you’re interested in, even if you’re not friends.
The Follow button is always a way to fine-tune your News Feed to get the types of 
updates you want to see.

Would you like to be featured in the CIPP’s 
members’ magazine?
Tell us how you’ve celebrated NPW 2018 in 200 words and 
send to npw@cipp.org.uk along with photos by 10 September.

Be social
Tag on Facebook in your 

posts and use the hashtags 
#keepUKpaid and 

#NPW18 to get involved. 

Share
Show your support and use 
Facebook to share pictures 

of your celebration, we might 
share your post too. 
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Tips for using Twitter during 
National Payroll Week 2018

Use our NPW #hashtags
Use #NPW18 and #keepUKpaid to 

connect and share with others celebrating, 
but don’t forget to tag @CIPP_UK.

Add value
Relate to NPW and make payroll the theme of your tweets.
Add interesting links, images and information to share with 

like-minded professionals.

Retweet
Let people know you’re 
engaged by retweeting 

their tweets.

Twitter glossary

Tweet A 280-character message posted via Twitter

@username A twitter handle is how you are identified on Twitter (e.g. @CIPP_UK)

@ The @ sign is used to mention your connections in a tweet

# A hashtag is used to highlight key words or topics (e.g. #NPW18)

Follow(er) To follow someone on Twitter is to subscribe to their tweets

Reply Tweet back to your connections by replying and having your say

Retweet (RT) A tweet sent by another user reposted by you

Like A tweet with a heart icon indicates that you liked that specific tweet

Be visual
Use Twitter to be creative by sharing 
ideas, videos and images. Make sure 

we know what your up to.

Engage
Use Twitter handles to 

interact, be social and share 
how you are celebrating 

NPW with @CIPP_UK and 
others in the industry. 
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